Summary of AQTF or VET Quality Framework Most Recent Audit

The College is required to publish audit information in relation to its compliance with the Australian Quality Training Framework (AQTF) or VET Quality Framework as a requirement of a number of state funded training programs.

Audit Date: 21 January 2014
Audit Body: ASQA

Audit Parameters
The audit was a site audit conducted by in relation to an application for Addition of Scope.

The audit was an audit that specifically addressed the requested new qualifications; that were subsequently approved on 18 February 2014.

The audit also addressed selected Standards for Continuing Registration: SNRs 15.2 15.3 15.4 15.5 16.3 16.4 17.3 and 23.1

Qualifications under Audit
BSB41412, SIT50212, CHC42012, BSB51413, CHC42112, FNS40911, BSB30712, CHC41012, CHC30912, CHC30112, CHC40708, SIT30612, FNS40710, BSB41013, BSB50613, SIT30112, BSB41513

Audit Findings
Minor Non-compliance; subsequently rectified with approval to addition given for all requested new qualifications on 18 February 2014

Areas of Minor-Non-Compliance:

- SNR 15.2 Training and Assessment Strategy documents combined multiple qualifications eg Certificate 3 in Work Health and Safety and Certificate IV in Work Health and safety. Separate compliant Strategy documents were developed.
- SNR23.1 The College allows students to do additional units as part of their qualification. These were printed on the same transcript of results as the qualification units. Extra units should be printed separately on a second document.

Audit Future Actions
Nil – ASQA were provided with evidence to show that the above minor non-compliance matters were addressed.